Saturn

Arranged by Adam Herd

Sleeping At Last

Slowly and expressively
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2nd time cresc.

(2nd time 8vb)
You taught me the
course of stars
before you left.

How
With light carries on end-lessly, even after death.

With short-ness of breath, you explained the in-finite.

How rare and beau-tiful it is_ _to e-ven ex-ist. I could-n’t help but
ask For you to say it all again

But I could never find a pen. I'd give anything to hear

You say it one more time,

That the universe was made

Just to be seen by my eyes.

I couldn't help but ask
(for)you to say it all again

I tried to write it down But I could never find a pen.

I'd give anything to hear You say it one more time

That the universe was made Just to be seen by my
73 eyes.

With short-ness of breath, I'll explain

78 the infinite. How rare and beautiful

81 it truly is that we exist.